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This one has some major issues that need to be resolved... It's not ready for Prime Time.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZbHGWIay6f0

We provided some insight on what could make this game better, and should the Dev choose, then maybe it'll be worth
something.

As it is, I cannot recommend it even for Greenlight.. So far the music list just like previous touhou games is pretty good~
The char roster has a decent amount of characters to make it varied enough for extended gameplay.
Has a good number of stages for varied gameplay (15 in total).
The control scheme in a keyboard is okay, may need a bit of tuning depending on the person but its playable.
Sprite wise the chars and backgrounds look pretty and good quality made.
The flying fighting system is somewhat an aquired taste but it allows for more strategic outplays and strategies.
Overral its exactly what i was hoping it would be for a touhou fighting game~~
 Its a tad too pricy but i think it fullfills its job~~

Note as of patch 1.02 ppl have been reporting crashes and bugs personally i havent gotten these problems but be wary~~. anyone
who has played this game, you understand why i am making this review, i am terrible at this therefore the game must be bad, its
obvious, and i played this game for 2 hours and 1 of hours being on the LAST LEVEL OF THE GAME THAT I STILL
HAVENT BEATEN BECAUSE ITS SO HARD PLEASE MAKE AN EASY MODE. Great foundation to work with.
Love to play a Moba in VR.
Multiple classes to pick (and he plans to add more!)
Lots of ways to approach a battle.
Dev listens to feedback and the game is only getting better.
Really requires communication like a real Moba should
Oculus support is getting better (snap turn added on joystick).
Keep the udpates coming!. Great Game, Enjoyed the starting levels so much! can't wait to try the rest.. It Seems To Crash With
Newer Systems, I am pretty sure its the Steam C++ compatablility issue.

 - Loaded onto an older system and works perfectly fine, if you want to play it, I recomend using a virtual machine so you can
install the software used during the time that CK1 was released.. Cons:
- Crashed without saving any progress after completing 8 levels
- very strange and unintuitive mechanics in some cases. For example, you lose your money and tokens if you run out of time, but
keep them when dying from fire. WTF?
- poor upgrade system
- quite bad tutorial: bombarding with information in the first minute of play
- minor control issues (mouse and keyboard)

Pros:
- Core gameplay in ok
- music is nice

Overall, would not recommend it. Somewhat unusual game, but not good enough
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>Bought the Nekopara series for the cute characters and the nice story.
>Play through all games I bought (0-3)
>Deeply satisfied with whole series
>Guess that's over
>Friend gifts me 18+ Patch
>AhShitHereWeGoAgain.jpg

10\/10 Would go again. Definitely an indie title but not as unrefined as you might expect. Yes it lacks polish but there is some
thought behind it.

To me this is a good do-what-you-want space since that is analogous to a plain fantasy hack & slash. It has all the essentials and
you don't have to waste time reading story or studying strategy.

 Combat is pretty broken however. Chasing spazzy enemy ships is too difficult and shields and armor are useless because buggy
enemy flight paths will cause them to collide into you - and deplete your protection without having to fire a shot.

The quality is actually pretty decent. I wouldn't say it is worth the full price so pick it up when on sale.. Historical gaming
primarily focused on family management (yes, there is war and conquest but I end up spending more time managing family
affairs than managing armies and territories.) It feels very "Darwinian" going through the list of brides in the general ledger,
searching for the stats and traits that will improve the descendency for your family and your courtier's families.

Having played this and CKII I have to say I find the original more enjoyable. The graphics are less polished and it is simpler but
this simplicity can actually be an advantage in terms of how much fun is it to play.

11/2017 update - I'm nominating this for the "No Apologies" Steam Awards!. Fun game - great expansion.. definitely
worthwhile!. So happy I bought this!

 I've been keeping an eye on this DLC loco for a while now, and since there was a sale going on, I thought I'd try it out. Well -
you definitely get what you paid for!

 The loco is very well detailed, I love the fact that is is the multi-system 4 pantograph version, and the MRCE black livery is
very nice looking. The locomotive itself is completely new from my observation - new cab, new sounds and I like how it
handles, accelerates and brakes.

 A minor thing I did not like though was that I expected the Zacns tank wagons to have new sounds, something like the Habbins
wagons from the BR155 addition. Instead the sounds are very basic, and I think might be reused. But that's just my opinion and
something that is very personal, some people probably would not care about such a thing. Besides that, the wagons are pretty
detailed and look very good. I was lacking tank wagons from my official DLC, and the third party DLCs are not as near good
looking as those in this pack.

 But besides that small thing, I would still highly recommend this for any German train collector, especially if it's on sale - you
have no excuse not to have this!
 And I hope in the future, if Dovetail were to do an update on this DLC they would add another livery, or another wagon type..
Really beautiful art style. However, the writing and dialog is a bit boring, drawn out, and sloppy. I enjoyed the fighting aspect of
the game, that was an interesting switch up for a game that presented itself as more or less a visual novel. I definitely think this
is a good start for the creators of the game, however, story telling is a large aspect of a story rich game, so there is room for
improvement.. In a word, I'd call this game disappointing.

Did it look good? Yep.

Did it play well? Yes, if you liked DX:HR.

Was the story compelling? Nope; Leaving aside 'racism but against augmented people' and 'fascist cops' themes, which smarter
people than me have probably written about, nothing of note happened in the setting by the time the game was over. Players of
previous games see lots of names they know dangled, and Jensen himself completes a
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 of mission objectives, but by the time the credits are over, the status
quo hasn't changed a bit. The overall feel was that of a very protracted prequel DLC to a game in which Jensen, Janus, and the
Conspiracy actually make their moves.

Was the pacing good? No; I didn't realize I was on the last mission til I went to look up a choice the game presented me with,
and the climax as such was abysmally bland. Again, by the end the effect was as if I'd played a very long medium-stakes DLC.

Likable characters? A few interesting ones; Most of the dialogue is Jensen being a 'by the book' jackass to regular people, or his
superiors and teammates being a jackass to him.

Pet peeve? The vendors\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665talk you as a window shopper no matter if you buy, sell, or
both.. Short but meant to be played a few times me thinks and quite enjoyable. Get it on sale, price is a little high.. Quite cool
for an indie!. Fun idea and premise. My only complaint is the game won't let me name my arcade whatever I want. Keeps telling
me the neighborhood won't like it.

If I choose to name my arcade "SEXY TIME" thats my decision. Don't tell me how to run my arcade, game!
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